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• Heroes inside the room take 4 damage at the end of all their turns,

Introduction

until the door is destroyed or the altar deactivated.

You must explore Blood Castle and kill its owner: Count Gazini, the
powerful vampire mastermind. You should deactivate the altars he
built for protection in rooms near his Lair, as they make him virtually
invincible.

• When the 3 Vampires are killed, the altar is deactivated and 1 Hero

The altars channel dark energy coming from Gazini’s vampire-minions,
who protect and feed them. Stepping on an altar will draw such vampires to you (an Event is triggered - Read below). Kill them to stop the
flow of energy, deactivating the altar.

• Place 2 Vampires inside the room, on the Altar or up to 2 squares

• Kill Count Gazini: 8 XP + Special Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).

• The charmed hero takes 15 damage at the end of each round, unless

Secondary Objectives:

• Mental Suggestion ends when the Altar is deactivated.
• When both Vampires are killed, the altar is deactivated and 1 Hero

Introduction

regains 20 HP. Remove the Altar Tile.

Fate Card II: Event 2 - Mental Suggestion
away (you choose the squares).

• A charm
affects the for
hero with
highest HP. This hero
cannot attack and
Welcome to the Quest Guide! Brace
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missions
vampires and may make a Basic Attack targeting an ally. It deals +5
damage on aproficiency
hit (in addition to regular
damage).
and
group synergy.
Primaryterrible
Objective: foes, which will test your tactics

Quests

it made a Basic Attack against an ally on its turn.

• Rescue Two Prisoners: 4 XP.
regains 20 HP. Remove the Altar Tile.
• Kill allQuest
Vampires in Gazini’s Lair: 4 XP.
is a cooperative scenario where
a human-controlled party faces
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.
Fate Card III: Event 3 - Vampire’s Prey
automated foes (villains and/or bosses).
You
play
in this
• Place 2 Vampires
insidecan
the room,
on theany
Altar orquest
up to 2 squares
(you choose the squares).
Descriptionadventure, orawaystart
bookMission
as a one-shot
an Epic Campaign with the
• Place 2 additional Vampires and 2 Prisoners on the indicated
Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile. Place 2 Vampires on the
squares (blue borders).
immersive
story
found
in
the
Campaign
Tome, which determines the
squares indicated on the map (white borders). All doors are unlocked,
• Vampires are draining blood. Each prisoner has 20 HP and takes 5
except the big one.
sequence of quests.
damage at the end of each round, until the adjacent Vampire is attacked.

Blood Domain

• These adjacent Vampires don’t move or attack heroes, until attacked,

or if a hero enters an adjacent square. Then, they act like any other
The quest immediately ends when
one of the following situations
villain.
• To rescue a prisoner, an adjacent Hero must spend a Prime Action.
happens:

Each round, after the last hero acts, place Count Gazini (Warlord
figure) adjacent to the Hero on the highest number coordinate (ignore tiles). If two or more heroes are tied at this coordinate, players
choose the square to place Gazini. This does not count as a foe on the
battlegrid.

Such hero regains 20 HP. Remove the prisoner’s figure.

•
• If all Heroes are dead, the party
LOSES.
•
• If Heroes meet the quest’s Primary
Objective, the party WINS.
Gazini’s Lair

Gazini deals 10 damage to this hero (no roll needed) and then vanishes (remove the figure). This ability ignores Evil Power.
Blood Domain ends when you destroy the Big Door to Gazini’s Lair.

If a prisoner dies, the adjacent Vampire vanishes. Remove both figures.

Count Gazini (Warlord Figure)

5 – Borders indicate when the element is placed on the battlegrid.

Villains
1

Warchief Kor’dal (Warlord Figure)
Lava Blow (Primary Attack) 3

8 7 8
Basic Attack Defense Movement

8. Read the Quest Instructions. It contains the quest’s description, objectives and events; the foes’ Stats and powers; and how things work
in the scenario. Some events prompt the appearance of new elements
on the grid, but specific colors distinguish them on the map.
Epic Campaign Modifier

1: Name and miniature
2: Stats
3: Main Attack name

• When Event 4 starts, place 1 additional Vampire in Gazini’s Lair.

Reading a Quest Map
1

• 4 Sentinel kits
• 1 Warlord kit
• 2 Prisoners

• 5 Walls 5x1
• 9 Walls 4x1
• 3 Walls 3x1

• 2 Walls 2x1
• 1 Big Door
• 4 Single Doors

• 2 Spikes 4x2
• 3 Altars
• 1 Stairs

4
4
3

2

3

4

4

4

5

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

• Single Door - 15 HP, DF 4. Object Traits: See page 3.
• Place 1 additional Vampire adjacent to the door, outside the room

Starting a Quest

(or the nearest unoccupied square).

Blood Strike (Primary Attack)

4

12 damage + effect

2
3

Effect:  Regain 3 HP.
Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

To start a Quest, follow the steps below:
6 • Arena - The Contest

1. Choose a Mission or Boss Fight in this book (or open the page the
Campaign Tome indicates);
2. Assemble a team of 4 heroes (skip this step in the Campaign, as you
would have already assembled your party);

Map Labels:

Event 3

Event 4

Quest Guide •

3. Choose 2 Heroic Actions and grab 1 Red Team Token, 2 Red Aid
Tokens and dice;
4. Grab the components listed alongside the map found in the quest
page;
5. Consulting the quest map, place tiles and miniatures with white
borders on the grid (elements with borders in other colors will appear later);

Sentinel

Soldier

Sniper

• They are immune to Mob and Focus.
• Reroll a die the first time they miss a strike on their turn. If the
strike now hits, it deals -3 damage.

Object Traits

• Only Basic Attacks can target objects, such as doors and orbs.
• They are immune to all Effects, except Passive Power.
• They are immune to Focus and Mob.
Doors Stats
Big Doors - 25 HP and 4 Defense, Object Traits
Single Doors - 15 HP and 4 Defense, Object Traits

Unless noted otherwise:

Quest Items

(I) you cannot place villains adjacently to each other;

Sometimes you will find special items during quests. Each has its specific distinctive color and unique effects that the instructions describe.
Use these tiles to track which hero bears them.

Tracking Bosses’ HP

5
1 – Components you must grab before playing the quest
2 – Villains and objects
Initial setup

4: Attack range, target and hit
5: Attack´s effect and miss
6: Special Features

one of their attacks, they take 12 damage instead (damage reduction
applies).

There are several kinds of foes in the game (E.g., Zombies, Undead
Dwarfs). If you own the game’s expansions (E.g., Legendary Box),
you have specific figures to represent them. If you do not, the Quest
Instructions indicate which generic miniature (E.g., Sentinel, Soldier)
you must use to represent each kind of foe. Regardless of the miniature you use, grab the cards and tokens according to the generic
reference.

5
4

2 squares 4
1 enemy
15 damage + effect

• If any power or effect would control them or copy, negate, or remove

Miniatures

GAZINI'S
LAIR

3

4
5

Bosses and other unique Villains have this Special Feature. Apply the
following rules whenever you fight Overlord foes:

(III) villains spawn with full HP.

4

4

8 7 8
Basic Attack Defense Movement

(II) villains can take turns on the same round they appear on the
board;

2
5

4

5

2

Cleave - Whenever Kor'dal kills a hero, it can move up to 4 squares and make a Basic
Attack against another hero.
6
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

Dark Protection - Gazini is immune to damage and effects from heroes while at least
one Altar is active.
Blood Domain - See Quest Description.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

Overlord Perks

Scrolls (on itself and its targets). Bosses cannot ignore Talismans.

Effect:  Move the target up to 4 squares, towards the nearest lava tile (the hero
stops moving when it is on a Lava Tile).
5
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.

Effect:  Regain 8 HP.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.

List of Components:

70
Hit Points

Common Special Features
• When the Overlord attacks, ignore all effects applied by Heroes or

Reading a Villain

2 squares
1 enemy
16 damage + effect

Blood Drain (Primary Attack)

When the 4 Vampires are killed (or vanish), the altar is deactivated
and 1 Hero regains 20 HP. Remove the Altar Tile.

When you destroy the Big Door, Event 4 happens.
All questsEvents
also have Secondary ••Objectives,
which you may (or may
Big door - HP 25, DF 4. Object Traits: See page 3.
When a hero steps on an Altar tile, randomly draw a Fate Card (I, II or
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not)
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a
higher
degree
Event 4 - Bloody Fight
if there are no villains (or only Count Gazini) on the board.
Experience Points (XP). Since the
ends
in one of
• Placequest
2 Vampiresimmediately
and Count Gazini according
to map indications
Fate Card I - Event 1 (Bat Swarm)
(red borders).
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you
should• Blood
tryDomain
to balance
your performance to
• Placethe
2 Vampires
inside the
room, on the Altar or up
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ends.
away (you choose the squares).
complete as many Secondary Objectives
as possible
40 before
7 6 meeting
6
Vampire (Sentinel or Vampire
Figure)
• That room’s door is shut and locked. If a Hero occupies its square,
it is pushed
inside,
adjacent to the
door (or the nearest(but
unoccupied
the
Primary
Objective
also
before
all
your
heroes
die!).
1
square
1
enemy
square).

70
Hit Points

4 – Coordinates. Some Quests use the heroes’ position to trigger
events or to select the target for villains’ attacks.

Warlord

7

Bosses usually start the fight with 280 HP. To track them, put the Boss
Token on slot “70” of the HP Track and three Life Tokens on the slot
“0” when the fight starts. When the Boss loses its 70th Hit Point, jump
the token from slot “1” back to slot “70”, remove one Life Token from
the track, and continue to track the rest of the damage as usual (E.g.,
if the Boss’ token is on slot “5” and it takes 15 damage, remove one Life
Token and place the Boss’ token on Slot “60”). Repeat this whenever the
Boss Token completes a full lap around the HP track. When there are
no Life Tokens on the HP Track and the Boss’ Token moves below 1
HP, it means the Boss has lost 280 HP (70x4), and you win the fight.
Some Bosses may have different HP. Change the number of Life
Tokens accordingly.

6. Grab the Evil Power and/or Boss Spell decks, Flask Cards, and Fate
Cards. Shuffle the decks and put them face down on the table;
7. Place hero, villain, and scenario tokens on the appropriate slot of
the HP track;

2 • Arena - The Contest

Prisoner

Orb

Chest
Quest Guide •

3

Lava Citadel

“Things that could kill you: torches, sorceries, scorches, evil forces.”

30
Hit Points

Orc (Sentinel or Orc Figure)

Introduction
Orcs have captured important scholars, who are now prisoners in
Eferhild, a fortress known for its ancient magical defenses. Infiltrate
the Citadel, rescue as many prisoners as possible, and then kill
Kor’dal, the legendary infamous leader of the orcs.
Orc sentinels constantly patrol the premises, so expect confrontation. A
defensive Orb periodically shoots arcane energy at unauthorized intruders, so you have got to move fast.
This is a tutorial Quest, where common mechanics and
features are extensively explained.

Primary Objective:

• Kill Warchief Kor’dal: 8 XP + Special Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).
Secondary Objectives:

• Rescue three Prisoners: 4 XP.
• Destroy the Arcane Orb: 4 XP.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.
In order to beat the Quest, you must accomplish the Primary
Objective. The Secondary Objectives make the quest harder, grant
more XP, and might open new storylines in the Epic Campaign.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile. Place 3 Orcs on the squares
indicated on the map (white borders).
On the map, there are elements with borders of different colors. Place
only the elements with white borders; the rest will be placed when
specific events happen (below the map, you can find in which event
you will place the elements with borders of other colors).

Arcane Orb

Rescuing Prisoners
You can only rescue prisoners when there are no Orcs on the battlegrid. To rescue a prisoner, an adjacent hero must spend a Prime
Action. Upon release, remove the prisoner’s figure from the battlegrid.
The rescuing hero receives a Lever Key (Quest Item, any color) and
Event 1 happens.
Item Transfer
To transfer an item (such as the Lever Key) between heroes, they must
be adjacent to each other (or to the square of death, if the hero who
held it is dead) and the owner of the turn must spend 1 Movement
Point. You can either transfer a item you hold to another hero or grab
the item another hero holds.

Event 1 - Orcish Ambush

• When the Overlord attacks, ignore all Artifacts and effects applied by heroes or scrolls.

Effect:  Move the target 1 square, towards the nearest lava tile.
Miss: The target takes residual 5 damage.

70

Warchief Kor’dal (Warlord Figure)

• If any power or effect would

8

7

8

List of Components:

• 4 Sentinel kits
• 1 Warlord kit
• 3 Prisoners

• 1 Orb
• 3 Chests
• 2 Levers

• 3 Walls 5x1
• 6 Walls 4x1
• 3 Walls 3x1

• 2 Walls 2x1
• 2 Big Doors
• 2 Lava 4x2

• 2 Lava 3x3
• 4 Lava 2x2
• 2 Lava 3x1

• 1 Lava 2x1
• 1 Stairs

Place 3 Orcs within 2 squares of the prisoner, adjacently to a hero (or
the nearest possible square).
Orcs possess different Special Features each time you rescue a prisoner:

• First prisoner: Rested - Furious Blow moves 2 squares instead of 1.
• Second prisoner: Quick Feet - Heroes cannot attack Orcs from 3 or

2

more squares away.

4

• Third prisoner: Calling Reinforcements - Place 1 additional Orc

3

adjacent to a hero.

4

Unless noted otherwise, villains spawn with full HP and can
take turns in that round. Choose the squares to place villains
according to the Quest instructions and you cannot place new
villains adjacent to each other, unless there is no choice.

3

4

4

Event 2 - Kor’dal Assault

5

Step 4: Villains take their turns, in any order players choose (some
quests might determine a specific order).

first time on their turn, reroll one
die. If the attack hits, it deals -3
damage.

Cleave - Whenever Kor'dal kills a hero, it can move up to 4 squares and make a Basic
Attack against another hero.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

To activate a lever, a hero holding a Lever Key must be adjacent to it
and spend a Prime Action. If both levers are activated in consecutive
turns, your team consumes the Quest Items, opens the Big Door, and
Event 2 happens.

Step 3: If there are villains on the board, draw an Evil Power Card
and apply its effect. If it is a Temporary Effect, it will end on the next
round, at the end of the last hero’s turn.

• Every time they miss a roll for the

Effect:  Move the target up to 4 squares, towards the nearest lava tile (the hero
stops moving when it is on a Lava Tile).
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.

To destroy the orb, an adjacent hero must spend a
Prime Action.

Step 2: All other heroes take their turns, in any order. Each round,
you may select a different order for all heroes to act;

Focus.

2 squares
1 enemy
15 damage + effect

Lava Blow (Primary Attack)

Kor’dal’s Quarters

Step 1: Choose the first hero to act in the Round. It takes 8 damage from the orb (this damage is a specific event from Lava Citadel
Quest);

• They are immune to Mob and

control them or copy, negate, or
remove one of their attacks, they
take 12 damage instead (damage
reduction applies, if any).

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

The orb shoots arcane energy at the first hero to take a
turn each Round, dealing 8 damage before any action
can be made. This damage ignores all Effects on the
hero, and ends when you destroy the orb.

Round Order

4 • Arena - The Contest

There is a chest next to each prisoner. To open a chest, an adjacent
hero must spend 1 Movement Point. The hero who opens the chest
regains 20 HP. Afterward, remove the chest from the battlegrid.

Overlord Perks:
Bosses and other special Villains have this Special Feature.
Apply the following rules whenever you fight Overlord foes:

1 square
1 enemy
12 damage + effect

Furious Blow (Primary Attack)

Chests - Regain 20 HP

7 6 6
Basic Attack Defense Movement

The Big Door is immune to damage. To open the Big door, you must
activate the two levers in consecutive turns.

5

4
3

Place 3 Orcs and Kor’dal on the squares the map indicates (red
borders).

5

When you kill Kor’dal, since this is the Quest’s Primary Objective,
Lava Citadel ends immediately, even if there are other foes still
alive and secondary objectives pending.

4

Map Labels:

Initial setup

2

Event 2
Quest Guide •

5

Blood Castle

Count Gazini (Warlord Figure)

“After the first night, you’ll be dying to stay forever.”

70

• Heroes inside the room take 4 damage at the end of all their turns,
until the door is destroyed or the altar deactivated.

You must explore Blood Castle and kill its owner: Count Gazini, the
powerful vampire mastermind. You should deactivate the altars he
built for protection in rooms near his Lair, as they make him virtually
invincible.

• When the 3 Vampires are killed, the altar is deactivated and 1 Hero

The altars channel dark energy coming from Gazini’s vampire-minions,
who protect and feed them. Stepping on an altar will draw such vampires to you (an Event is triggered - Read below). Kill them to stop the
flow of energy, deactivating the altar.

• Place 2 Vampires inside the room, on the Altar or up to 2 squares

Primary Objective:

regains 20 HP. Remove the Altar Tile.

Fate Card II: Event 2 - Mental Suggestion

vampires and may make a Basic Attack targeting an ally. It deals +5
damage on a hit (in addition to regular damage).

Secondary Objectives:

• Mental Suggestion ends when the Altar is deactivated.
• When both Vampires are killed, the altar is deactivated and 1 Hero

Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile. Place 2 Vampires on the
squares indicated on the map (white borders). All doors are unlocked,
except the big one.

Blood Domain
Each round, after the last hero acts, place Count Gazini (Warlord
figure) adjacent to the Hero on the highest number coordinate (ignore tiles). If two or more heroes are tied at this coordinate, players
choose the square to place Gazini. This does not count as a foe on the
battlegrid.
Gazini deals 10 damage to this hero (no roll needed) and then vanishes (remove the figure). This ability ignores Evil Power.
Blood Domain ends when you destroy the Big Door to Gazini’s Lair.

Events
When a hero steps on an Altar tile, randomly draw a Fate Card (I, II or
III) to determine which Event happens. You can only trigger an Event
if there are no villains (or only Count Gazini) on the board.

Fate Card I - Event 1 (Bat Swarm)

• Place 2 Vampires inside the room, on the Altar or up to 2 squares
away (you choose the squares).

• That room’s door is shut and locked. If a Hero occupies its square,
it is pushed inside, adjacent to the door (or the nearest unoccupied
square).

• Single Door - 15 HP, DF 4. Object Traits: See page 3.
• Place 1 additional Vampire adjacent to the door, outside the room
(or the nearest unoccupied square).

Effect:  Regain 8 HP.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.
Dark Protection - Gazini is immune to damage and effects from heroes while at least
one Altar is active.
Blood Domain - See Quest Description.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

• A charm affects the hero with highest HP. This hero cannot attack
• The charmed hero takes 15 damage at the end of each round, unless

Mission Description

it made a Basic Attack against an ally on its turn.

regains 20 HP. Remove the Altar Tile.

Fate Card III: Event 3 - Vampire’s Prey

• Place 2 Vampires inside the room, on the Altar or up to 2 squares
away (you choose the squares).

Epic Campaign Modifier

• When Event 4 starts, place 1 additional Vampire in Gazini’s Lair,
at square G-21.

List of Components:

• 4 Sentinel kits
• 1 Warlord kit
• 2 Prisoners

• 5 Walls 5x1
• 9 Walls 4x1
• 3 Walls 3x1

• 2 Walls 2x1
• 1 Big Door
• 4 Single Doors

• 2 Spikes 4x2
• 3 Altars
• 1 Stairs

• Place 2 additional Vampires and 2 Prisoners on the indicated
squares (blue borders).

• Vampires are draining blood. Each prisoner has 20 HP and takes 5

damage at the end of each round, until the adjacent Vampire is attacked.

• These adjacent Vampires don’t move or attack heroes, until attacked,

or if a hero enters an adjacent square. Then, they act like any other
villain.

3

2

• To rescue a prisoner, an adjacent Hero must spend a Prime Action.
Such hero regains 20 HP. Remove the prisoner’s figure.

• If a prisoner dies, the adjacent Vampire vanishes. Remove both figures.
• When the 4 Vampires are killed (or vanish), the altar is deactivated

5
4

5

4

and 1 Hero regains 20 HP. Remove the Altar Tile.

3

Gazini’s Lair

• When you destroy the Big Door, Event 4 happens.
• Big door - HP 25, DF 4. Object Traits: See page 3.
• Place 2 Vampires and Count Gazini according to map indications
(red borders).

• Blood Domain ends.

Blood Strike (Primary Attack)

5

4

4

5
4

40

7

GAZINI'S
LAIR

4

Event 4 - Bloody Fight

Vampire (Sentinel or Vampire Figure)

4

4

6

5

6

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

4

1 square
1 enemy
12 damage + effect

2
3

Effect:  Regain 3 HP.
Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

Map Labels:
6 • Arena - The Contest

8

away (you choose the squares).

• Kill Count Gazini: 8 XP + Special Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).
• Rescue Two Prisoners: 4 XP.
• Kill all Vampires in Gazini’s Lair: 4 XP.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

7

2 squares
1 enemy
16 damage + effect

Blood Drain (Primary Attack)

Introduction

8

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Initial setup

Event 3

Event 4
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Azymor, the Red Dragon

“In the end, we all return to dust. Or ashes, if you find Azymor.”

Introduction
You are in the Ubellian Fire Pits, where you disturbed the hibernation of
the mighty Red Dragon of Fire, Azymor. Try to avoid the moving pools
of lava that Azymor controls, although it is impossible not to get burned,
because most of Azymor’s abilities can either move the unstable soil, or
move the heroes around, or even target multiple heroes at the same time.
Putting the fire out at its source as quickly as possible is the best way to
stop the pain. Kill Azymor to win this Boss Fight.

Primary Objective:

Randomly draw one of Azymor’s attack cards. Azymor makes this
attack, targeting heroes according to the Boss Spell’s Command. The
attack card drawn this round does not participate in the next round’s
selection.

Special Features

Secondary Objectives:

• Multiple targets: Due to its increased size, when an attack can tar-

Heroes start the Quest on any square of any number of Stairs Tiles.
On the first Round, as soon as the last hero finishes its turn, remove
all Stairs Tiles from the battlegrid.
Lava tiles will move during the match. They cannot move to a square
occupied by another tile, but they can move to squares occupied by
heroes, or chests. Chests are immune to lava.

Chests - Regain 10 HP.
Lava - If a hero starts its turn on Lava or enter a Lava Tile, Azymor
takes -4 damage the next time this hero hits Azymor this turn.

Azymor’s Turn
Phase 1: Refresh
End all Temporary Effects Azymor applied. Put the card that tracked
them in Azymor’s Attack Card deck.

• 2 Walls 3x1
• 2 Lava 4x2
• 2 Lava 3x3

• 2 Lava 2x2
• 2 Stairs

In this phase, Azymor can take a Move Action and/or a Prime Action,
like any other foe.

• Size: Azymor occupies nine (3x3) squares. It can be adjacent to 16

Mission Description

• 1 Azymor kit
• 3 Chests
• 4 Walls 4x1

Phase 5: Action

• Kill Azymor: 13 XP + Special Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).
• Chest left unopened: 1 XP per chest.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

List of Components:

3
4
4

squares at once.

get more than one enemy (or when it applies Effects to another
enemy), you may count Azymor as two targets (adjacent to each
other). Roll strikes separately; if they both hit, apply damage twice.

• Reaction Attacks’ long reach: Azymor’s Reaction Attacks have a

4

Range of 2 squares. Therefore, you can incite its Reaction Attack if
you are two squares away (or directly adjacent to it). Azymor can
make only one Reaction Attack per turn.

• HP: 280 HP. Learn how to track on page 3.
• Flight and landing: Azymor is Hastened and ignores the Slowed

Condition (this is not an Effect). When moving, it may pass
through all squares, including those occupied by heroes, chests,
and walls; however, its movement cannot end on squares occupied
by Combatants, Barriers, or Obstacles.

• Home-field advantage: Azymor ignores the effects of Terrain Tiles

4

(E.g., lava, altar, portal, ruins).

3

• Overlord Perks: See page 3.

Map Labels:

Initial setup

Epic Campaign Modifier

• Azymor has 8 Defense.

Remove all effects the heroes applied on Azymor. It takes 5 damage
for each Permanent Effect removed this way.

Phase 2: Special Power - Lava Wave
Move two Lava Tiles up to 2 squares each, towards heroes who are not
stepping on Lava. Putting more heroes in contact with lava comes
first; shorter moves come second. Remember that there cannot be
more than one tile occupying the same square.

Phase 3: Fire Aura
Apply Azymor’s Bosspad-described aura on heroes within reach.

Phase 4: Boss Spell
Draw a Boss Spell Card and immediately apply what the Power field
describes (no roll required). If you drew the last card of the deck,
shuffle all the other cards and assemble a new deck.
The Command field determines Azymor’s behavior on the next phase.

8 • Arena - The Contest
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Thyra, the Blue Dragon

“Lightning comes first, thunder comes last. Death is in between.”

Introduction
Your party dared face the Eternal Storm of the Tanarian Western Seas;
even though your will is strong, your ship’s was not, and you shipwrecked
on a small island too far from imperial shores, where you disturbed the
mighty Blue Dragon of Thunder, Thyra.
Be mindful of an electric artifact she uses all the time to draw the power
of nearby living beings, as she needs much energy to charge her strong
attacks. Don’t ever think you’re safe and away from her orb, as she can
easily move it around and maybe even repair it, if you destroy the artifact during the fight. Kill Thyra to win this Boss Fight.

Draw a Boss Spell Card and immediately apply what the Power field
describes (no roll required). If you drew the last card of the deck,
shuffle all the other cards and assemble a new deck.

Lightning Orb (Orb figure)
A powerful orb draws the power of nearby heroes.
It does not attack or take turns.
HP 40 / DF 6, Object Traits: See page 3.
Special Feature: Energy Absorption
Heroes that start their turns adjacent to the orb take
7 damage, can’t make Primary or Special Attacks this
turn and can’t receive new effects from heroes.

Chests - Regain 10 HP.

Thyra’s Turn
Phase 1: Refresh
End all Temporary Effects Thyra applied. Put the card that tracked
them in Thyra’s Attack Card deck.

• 2 Stairs

3
4

The Command field determines Thyra’s behavior on the next phase.

4

Phase 5: Action

Secondary Objectives:

Heroes start the Quest on any square of any number of Stairs Tiles.
On the first Round, as soon as the last hero finishes its turn, remove
all Stairs Tiles from the battlegrid.

• 4 Portals
• 2 Swamp 4x2
• 2 Swamp 2x2

Phase 4: Boss Spell

Randomly draw one of Thyra’s attack cards. Thyra makes this attack,
targeting heroes according to the Boss Spell’s Command. The attack
card drawn this round does not participate in the next round’s selection.

Mission Description

• 4 Walls 4x1
• 2 Walls 3x1
• 2 Altars

Apply Thyra’s Bosspad-described aura on heroes within reach.

In this phase, Thyra can take a Move Action and/or a Prime Action,
like any other foe.

• Chests left unopened: 1 XP per chest.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

• 1 Thyra kit
• 1 Orb
• 3 Chests

Phase 3: Thunder Aura

Primary Objective:

• Kill Thyra: 13 XP + Special Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).

List of Components:

Special Features

• Size: Thyra occupies nine (3x3) squares. It can be adjacent to 16

4

squares at once.

• Multiple targets: Due to its increased size, when an attack can tar-

3

get more than one enemy (or when it applies Effects to another enemy), you may count Thyra as two targets (adjacent to each other).
Roll strikes separately; if they both hit, apply damage twice.

• Reaction Attacks’ long reach: Thyra’s Reaction Attacks have a

Range of 2 squares. Therefore, you can incite its Reaction Attack
if you are two squares away (or directly adjacent to it). Thyra can
make only one Reaction Attack per turn.

4

• HP: 280 HP. Learn how to track on page 3.
• Flight and landing: Thyra is Hastened and ignores the Slowed

Condition (this is not an Effect). When moving, it may pass
through all squares, including those occupied by heroes, chests,
and walls; however, its movement cannot end on squares occupied
by Combatants, Barriers, or Obstacles.

Map Labels:

Initial setup

• Home-field advantage: Thyra ignores the effects of Terrain Tiles
(E.g., lava, altar, portal, ruins).

• Overlord Perks: See page 3.
Epic Campaign Modifier

• Thyra’s attacks deal +2 Damage (except effects and residual
damage).

Remove all effects the heroes applied on Thyra. It takes 5 damage for
each Permanent Effect removed this way.

Phase 2: Special Power - Lightning Orb
Move the Orb up to 6 squares towards the nearest hero. Shorter moves
have priority over including a higher number of heroes.
When the Orb is destroyed, remove its figure from the game (Thyra’s
attack might repair the Orb and make it return to the grid).

10 • Arena - The Contest
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Ghost Mine

The Ghost Lord (Warlord figure)

“The dead will forever protect this place. Will you join them?”

70

You are in a cave deep inside the Moolooite Mines, where ghosts seem
to have materialized just enough to defend their territory and hurt trespassers, such as your party. You went inside because monstrous aberrations attacked nearby villages, and they seem to have come from inside
these long-abandoned caves.
Dig your way through portals, tunnels, and locked doors in search for
the mighty Ghost Lord and Ghost Mage. Kill them to win this mission.
Meanwhile, you may take some time to do your own excavation and
loot an incredibly rare Bauronite Ore that some ancient dwarf must
have found in the mountains. This ore has a magical property that allows you to easily bind it to ordinary items, enhancing them.

Primary Objective:

• Kill the Ghost Lord and Ghost Mage: 8 XP + Special Rewards
(Rulebook, p. 37).

Secondary Objectives:

• Take Bauron’s Shield to a Stairs Tile: 4 XP.
• Kill all Ghosts: 4 XP.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile (2 heroes per tile). Place 4
Ghost Miners, 3 Ghost Warriors, 1 Ghost Mage and 1 Ghost Lord on
the squares the map indicates (white borders).

Ghastly Permeation
Ghosts are immune to any effect that would move them, and they can
move through any Barrier (such as walls), Obstacle, or Hero, but they
cannot end their turn on an occupied square.
Ghosts’ Vision and attacks ignore Barriers (they can attack through
Walls). Ghosts do not incite Reaction Attacks.
Warning! Ghost Miners are in the way, ready to make only Reaction
Attacks, as they are under Lethargy. Read their Special Feature below.

Binding
You may bind the Bauronite to the Spiritual Shield in order to enhance it to Bauron’s Shield (green quest item). Any hero may spend 1
Movement Point while adjacent to another to give (or take) an item.
The hero carrying both items must then spend a Prime Action and
take 20 damage to bind them. This consumes both items (you suffer
neither the shield’s benefit nor the bauronite’s drawback).

Ghost Miner (Sentinel or Ghost Dwarf

figure)

Translucent Pickaxe Blow (Primary

Attack)

35

8

6

6

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Lethargy - Ghost Miner can only make Reaction Attacks. If a Ghost Miner takes any
damage (including residual damage or damage coming from other ghosts), all Ghost
Miners within 5 squares lose Lethargy.

The Ghost Mage (Sniper or Vampire

figure)

Altar Shackles - Ghost Lord cannot leave the Altar tile. When the Ghost Lord
takes damage for the first time, all Ghost Miners within 6 squares of the altar
take 5 damage each and lose Lethargy.
Purification - When Ghost Lord dies, remove the altar tile from the board and
unlock all doors. A hero within 5 squares of it may regain 20 HP.
Cursed Ores - At the start of all the Ghost Lord’s turns, the hero carrying the
Bauronite Ore or Bauron’s Shield takes 4 damage.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

Soul Disruption (Primary Attack)

70

8

7

1

List of Components:

• 4 Sentinel kits
• 3 Soldier kits
• 1 Sniper kit

• 9 Walls 4x1
• 3 Walls 3x1
• 2 Walls 2x1

8 squares
1 enemy
12 damage + effect

• 2 Big Doors
• 2 Single Doors
• 2 Altars

• 3 Portals
• 2 Stairs

C

Effect:  The target takes +4 damage if it is adjacent to a Ghost.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.
Altar Shackles - Ghost Mage cannot leave the Altar tile. When the Ghost Mage
takes damage for the first time, all Ghost Miners within 6 squares of the altar take 5
damage each and lose Lethargy.
Purification - When Ghost Mage dies, remove the altar tile from the board and
unlock all doors. A hero within 5 squares of it may regain 20 HP.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

Ghost Warrior (Soldier figure)
Centenarian Bad Breath (Primary
Attack)

50

7

6

4

B

6

2 squares
1 enemy
12 damage + effect

4

2
5

4

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Invisible Chains - Ghost Warrior will only move or make Basic or Primary Attacks
when a hero enters its room or attacks it.

5

4
5

3

5

4

4
5
4

Epic Campaign Modifier

4

A
3

2

• Whenever a Ghost Miner dies, place a new Ghost Miner

3

with 20 HP on a Stairs Tile. This feature expires after 3 uses.
Ignore Lethargy.

Map Labels:
12 • Arena - The Contest

• 1 Warlord kit
• 3 Chests
• 5 Walls 5x1

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Chests

Chest C - Regain 20 HP.

Effect:  All heroes adjacent to the target take 10 damage each.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.

Effect:  Move the target 1 square towards the nearest hero.
Miss: The target takes 8 residual damage.

Effect:  All heroes within 2 squares of the target take 5 damage each.
Miss: The target takes 8 residual damage.

Chest B - Bauronite Ore (blue quest item), a heavy, legendary mineral: The hero carrying it can spend only one Action (either Prime or
Move) per turn, and deals +3 damage per attack to ghosts.

1

1 enemy
1 square
12 damage + effect

All big doors are locked. You must destroy them to be able to go
through (25 HP, 4 Defense, Object Traits). When heroes use a Portal,
players can choose any other Portal on the grid as their destination.

Chest A - Spiritual Shield (red quest item): The hero carrying it
takes -3 damage from ghosts.

7

8 squares
1 enemy
14 damage + effect

Soul Explosion (Primary Attack)

Introduction

8

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

4

Initial setup
Quest Guide •
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Ironhand Fortress

The Commander (Warlord Figure)

“If the Empire wants to hide a secret, they send it to the Palace’s Vaults.
If the Empire wants to bury a secret, they send it to the Ironhand Fortress.”

Introduction
You pretended to be prisoners of the Ironhand to get inside their most
well-protected fortress. Released from your chains, you now launch a
strike against the guards, to prevent the execution of a VIP (very important prisoner) with crucial information about the Wasteland.
Kill the enemies you face, find your way inside the prison, rescue the
VIP, and safely escort him outside the fortress to accomplish this mission.

Primary Objective:

Lever
Remove the cell doors after activating the lever. To release the prisoners’ chains, an adjacent hero must spend a Prime Action. When this
happens, the hero or the prisoner regains 20 HP.
Chest C - Regain 1 spent Special Attack.

Prisoners I (orange) and II (purple)

Secondary Objectives:

Prisoners can only spend a Move Action on their turns, controlled
by players. They count as heroes’ allies when targeted by effects (like
healing) and enemies’ attacks.
Any adjacent hero may take the damage that enemy attacks would
deal to a prisoner.

Event 2 - Prison Break

Mission Description

Place 1 Ironhand Soldier and 1 Ironhand Sniper on the squares the
map indicates (purple borders).

Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile of the Access Hall. Place
1 Ironhand Soldier, 2 Ironhand Snipers, and 1 Commander on the
squares the map indicates (white borders).

Every round, after the last hero takes its turn, a new villain spawns on
the Portal Tile (if completely occupied, place at the nearest possible
square) and takes its turn on the same Round it appears.

The door in this room is locked and immune to damage. Only an
adjacent hero in possession of the Skeleton Key (yellow quest item)
can open it, spending a Prime Action.

First, place 1 Ironhand Sniper. On the next round, place 1 Ironhand
Soldier. Keep alternating. Do not alternate if one of the types of villains reaches its maximum number of three. If there are 3 Soldiers and
3 Snipers on the board, no villain spawns.

The doors in the next corridor are unlocked. Door II leads to The
Armory, and door I leads to The Cells.

Door 2 - The Armory
All squares beyond (but not including) door II are considered Lava
and deal damage accordingly. When a hero opens Chest B, place 2
Ironhand Soldiers adjacent to such hero.
There are two chests in the room:
Chest A - Any hero in the room may regain 20 HP.
Retrieve all
your items, which may be immediately assigned/equipped.
Chest B - You find a Heavy Safe (red quest item), which you cannot
open, but you may take 6 damage and carry it with you. The hero carrying it has a Movement Stat of 3 and cannot spend its Prime Action
to take an extra Move Action.
Drop it down the Exit Stairs to
break it and gain a random Level 3 Artifact when the quest ends.

Door 1 - The Cells
When you open door I, Event 1 happens.

Event 1 - The Rescue
Place the 2 Prisoners, 1 Ironhand Soldier, 1 Ironhand Sniper, and The
Warden on the squares the map indicates (red borders).
All doors in this room are locked and immune to damage. Only an
adjacent hero in possession of the Master Key (green quest item) can
open the Big Door, spending a Prime Action.
When you open the Big Door, Event 2 happens.

14 • Arena - The Contest

7

8

The Warden (Warlord Figure)

70

8

7

8

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

2 squares
1 enemy
14 damage + effects

Trapping Strike (Primary Attack)

Effects:  Move the target to a square adjacent to another hero.
 Place one 2x2 Spikes tile on the board, including as many heroes as possible.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage + Effect .

Effect:  Move the target to the nearest Lava square.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.
Tactical Presence - While The Commander lives, all other villains are Blessed.
Pyrokinesis - At the start of its turn, The Commander moves a Lava Tile 1 square
towards as many heroes as possible. This cannot make two tiles overlap.
Key holder - The Commander drops the Skeleton Key (yellow quest item) instead of flasks.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

Pep Talk - While The Warden lives, all other villains are Empowered.
Traps - The Warden can place a maximum of 3 tiles on the board.
Key Holder - The Warden drops the Master Key (green quest item) instead of flasks.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

HP - Max 40 (currently 30) / DF 6 / BA - / MV 4 (I), MV 3 (II)
After their release, the prisoners take 3 damage at the end of all
their turns.

• Prisoner II reaches the Exit Stairs: 4 XP.
• Take the Heavy Safe to the exit Stairs: 4 XP + Random Level 3 Artifact.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

8

2 squares
1 enemy
14 damage + effect

Tactical Blow (Primary Attack)

• Prisoner I reaches the Exit Stairs: 8 XP + Special Rewards
(Rulebook, p. 37).

70

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

When any hero or prisoner steps on the exit stairs, remove it from
the game.

Ironhand Soldier (Soldier Figure)

30

7

7

Pike’s Spikes (Primary Attack)

• Ironhand Soldiers have 40 HP and Ironhand Snipers move
the enemy up to 2 squares instead of 1 on a hit.

• Prisoners start with 25 HP instead of 30.
List of Components:

• 3 Soldier kits
• 3 Sniper kits
• 1 Warlord kit

• 2 Prisoners
• 3 Chests
• 1 Lever

all enemies

7

6

• 2 Lava 3x3
• 1 Lava 2x2
• 3 Spikes 2x2 *

• 1 Altar
• 1 Portal
• 2 Stairs

3

C

4

5

4

I

ACCESS
HALL

Defensive Moves - When performing the Basic Strategy, Ironhand Soldier is Hastened
and will always move to a position that puts the maximum number of Heroes within reach.

30

• 2 Walls 2x1
• 2 Big Doors
• 2 Lava 4x2

EXIT

Miss: The last missed target takes 5 damage.

Ironhand Sniper (Sniper Figure)

• 3 Walls 5x1
• 8 Walls 4x1
• 3 Walls 3x1

6

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

2 squares
12 damage

Epic Campaign Modifier

6

5

THE CELLS

II

4
2

4

2
3

B

4

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Arrow of Impact (Primary Attack)

3

8 squares
1 enemy
11 damage + effect

A

Effect:  Move the target 1 square towards Lava.
Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

5

Map Labels:

Initial setup

Event 1

I

II

4

ARMORY

4
4

Event 2
Quest Guide •
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Zombicity

“Nothing makes you feel more alive than killing what’s already dead!” - A necromancer’s last words

70

Ebitan, the Zombie Lord (Warlord
Figure)

Temple

You are in Hazarmaveth Town, where an ancient temple could lead you
to relevant information about a Dragon that could be living in (and
expanding) the Wasteland. The poor town was the site of ungodly experiments in necromancy, and as a result, its populace has turned into
living-flesh-eating zombies that recently attacked Ironhand troops that
passed on a nearby road.

• The Temple´s doors are locked and immune to damage. They will
unlock when the party is in possession of the three quest items.

• To activate an Orb, an adjacent hero must spend a Prime Action. Then,
choose one villain on the grid to take 12 damage (ignore Vision).

• When the heroes carrying all quest items are on the altar, Event 1
happens (the Ritual starts).

Rush to unlock the doors to the center of the temple (which is also the
center of town) and execute a ritual that will decimate all zombies at
once. The ritual takes a while, and zombies are coming after you, so
you must find the perfect balance between taking your time to kill all
zombies and running past them, which could result in an accumulation
of undead that could out-strengthen your resistance.

Event 1 – Holy Ritual

Primary Objective:

• Heroes finishing their turn outside the temple take 15 damage.
• Zombies finishing their turn inside the temple take 10 damage.
• Put removed doors back at their original spot. All doors lock.
• Doors can take damage, and Primary Attacks from zombies can

• At least one hero survives five rounds after the ritual starts: 8 XP +
Special Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).

Secondary Objectives:

• Get Ebitan to zero HP at least three times: 4 XP.
• Do not consume the Protection Pendant: 4 XP +
Protection Pendant.

: You own the

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile. Place the 3 Common
Zombies and Ebitan on the squares the map indicates (white borders).
The temple doors are locked and immune to damage until your team
obtains the three quest items.

Zombie Invasion
At the end of each round, a Zombie spawns on an altar tile, as close
as possible to the temple. When the first round ends, place a figure on
altar I; then, on altar II when the second round ends; altar III at the
third round; then, start over, on altar I, and so on. If all squares are
occupied, place on the nearest possible square.
The maximum number of living villains at any time is seven (including Ebitan, if alive).
Zombies cannot take a turn on the Round they appear (unless they
are Frenzied).

Chests
Chest A - Regain 20 HP and gain 2 flasks.
Chest B - Protection Pendant (green quest item) - When the ritual starts, the bearer may consume the Protection Pendant to give all
doors +10 Max HP Stat; then, each door regains 10 HP.
Chest C - Energy Pendant (blue quest item) - When the ritual starts,
consume the Energy Pendant. All heroes inside the temple regain 4
HP at the end of each of their turns until the end of the mission.

5

Effects:  Move the target to a square adjacent to you.
 The target is Slowed and cannot take its Move Action (track it with the Blue Team Token).
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.
Undying - Whenever Ebitan’s HP drops to zero, it remains dead for the remainder of
the round. At the start of the next round, place Ebitan’s figure back on the square it had
died (or, if that is occupied, the nearest possible square), with full HP but -10 Max HP
Stat (i.e., the first time Ebitan revives, it has 60 HP; the second time, 50 HP, and so on). If
you kill Ebitan after it returns with 10 HP, you have permanently killed it.
Invasion - Ebitan never drops flasks. The first time its HP drops to zero, put a red
fragment, representing the Justice Pendant (red quest item), on its square of death.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

Hectic Environment:

target them. Single doors have 15 HP and 4 Defense; Big doors have
25 HP and 4 Defense.

• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

16 • Arena - The Contest

When the ritual starts, put the Time Token on slot “5” of the HP
Track. Common Zombies become Frenzied, and the environment
becomes Hectic.

7

2 squares
1 enemy
13 damage + effects

Rotten Stroke (Primary Attack)

Introduction

8

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

• After the end of each Round, move the Time Token one slot down.

List of Components:

• 4 Sentinel kits
• 3 Soldier kits
• 1 Warlord kit

• 2 Walls 5x1
• 9 Walls 4x1
• 2 Walls 3x1

• 2 Walls 2x1
• 2 Big Doors
• 2 Single Doors

• 2 Orbs
• 3 Chests
• 4 Altars

• 1 Stairs

When it reaches zero, you have completed the Primary Objective.

Invasion:

• At the end of each round, place two new Frenzied Zombies on the

A

I

C

II

board, instead of one Common Zombie (one per altar, continuing
the sequence). They act on the Round they appear.

Common Zombie (Sentinel or Zombie

+ Soldier figures)

Rotten Swat (Primary Attack)

30

7

6

4

4

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

1 enemy

1 square
9 damage

4

3
5

4

TEMPLE

Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

4

2

Decayed Body - Common Zombies cannot spend their Prime Action to move.

Frenzied Zombie (Sentinel or Zombie
+ Soldier figures)

Rotten Long Swat (Primary Attack)

30

8

6

6

2 squares
12 damage

1 enemy

4

4

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

4

4
2

Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

5

Frenzy - If Zombies cannot attack a hero or enter the temple this turn, they will attack
the nearest door. If not possible, they will take an extra move action towards the
nearest door or hero.

III

3
4

Epic Campaign Modifier

• Common Zombies have Movement Stat 6.
• Doors have -10 HP.

Map Labels:

B

Initial setup
Quest Guide •
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Crystal Tower

(Warlord Figure)

The first hero to use the portal is teleported to Room A. Transfer all
other figures to Room B immediately.

Your only way out of the tower seems to be through its last floor, but
before you can access it, you must overcome a final challenge, crafted by
the most powerful and intelligent wizards of their time.

Room B: this is a special room. The only attack heroes can make in it
is the Crystal Golem’s Energy Wave. Guardian Power considers heroes
as villains.

Defeat the golems that magically raise from the rocky ground while answering tough riddles that could give you just enough of a break to survive the mission. If you survive, you will demonstrate you deserve to see
what fewer than a handful in the world have: the secrets that lie in the
most inaccessible floor of the only Magical Research Tower in the world.

All Crystal Golems can make only Basic Attacks. After completing a
Basic Attack, golems copy any attack from its target (player’s choice).
Then, they move up to 3 squares and attack another hero using the copied attack. Players can freely choose valid targets for the attack’s effects.

• Kill Shield - The Guardian Golem: 8 XP + Special Rewards
(Rulebook, p. 37).

Secondary Objectives:

• Kill at least two Crystal Golems created by the Ancient Golem: 4 XP.
• Refuse to regain 20 HP after correctly answering a riddle: 4 XP
(awarded once).

• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile. Place 3 Crystal Golems and
Shield - the Guardian Golem on the squares the map indicates (white
borders). Shield can neither attack nor be attacked, and is immune to
damage and effects until Event 3 happens. Until then, it only uses The
Guardian Power.

Guardian Power

After killing the last Crystal Golem, draw a new fate card at random.
If, on the party’s first attempt, any player correctly answers the riddle
from Table B within 2 minutes, any two heroes may regain 20 HP.
Then, Event 3 happens.

Event 3: Test of heroism
Remove all tiles in coordinates 13 and higher. Place 2 Crystal Golems
and 3 Chests according to the map (or on the nearest possible square).
Guardian Power ends.
Crystal Golems stop dropping Flasks. When killed, place their token
on the square of death.
Chests - Regain 20 HP or 1 spent Special Attack.

Crystal Golem (Sentinel or Golem

figure)

Energy Wave (Primary Attack)

30

8

7

Event 1 - Test of perseverance

Dimensional Strike (Primary Attack)

70
Hit Points

7 8 6
Basic Attack Defense Movement

Effects:  The target can’t make Special Attacks.
 All other heroes take 3 damage each.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.
Defensive Matrix - Shield takes -8 damage per Crystal Golem living (including
Residual damage). At the end of every round, revive 1 dead Crystal Golem, with 20 HP,
placing its figure on the square it had died (if such square is occupied, place it on the
nearest possible square). It cannot take its turn on the Round it revived.
Overlord Perks - See page 3.

Riddle B

Epic Campaign Modifier

I.
II.
III.
IV.

damage on a hit.

V.

• Villains have +5 HP, a +2 bonus to attack rolls and deal +2

I stand taller without the head. Who am I?
The more you take, the more you leave behind. Who am I?
You can catch me, but you cannot throw me. Who am I?
I belong to you, yet other people use me more than you do. Who
am I?
I am more useful when I am broken. Who am I?
(answers at the bottom of this page)

List of Components:

• 4 Sentinel kits
• 1 Soldier kits
• 1 Warlord kit

• 3 Chests
• 4 Walls 5x1
• 7 Walls 4x1

• 1 Wall 3x1
• 2 Wall 2x1
• 1 Single Door

• 2 Spikes 4x2
• 3 Spikes 2x2
• 3 Altars

• 3 Portals
• 1 Stairs

ROOM A
4
5

5
4

5

1 enemy
2 squares
14 damage + effect

4

2

4

2

ROOM B

5

Effect:  Move the target to any square of a Stairs Tile. Then, place a new Crystal
Golem, with 20 HP, adjacently to the target, unless there are already two Crystal
Golems alive. This new Golem cannot take a turn this round.
Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

4

Spatial Distortion - When a non-adjacent hero makes an attack that targets the
Ancient Golem, that hero takes 4 damage and is moved to an adjacent square.
Overlord Perks - See page 3.

4
4

3

Map Labels:

Initial setup

Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

Answers: Riddle A: I - The silence / II - An hourglass / III - A candle / IV - A die / V - The breath. Riddle B: I - A pillow / II - Footsteps / III - A cold / IV - Your name / V - An egg
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Table of Riddles

I. I am so delicate that saying my name will break me. Who am I?
II. I have two heads and a body; the more I stand, the more I run.
Who am I?
III. The longer I stand, the shorter I grow. While with life I glow, the
wind is my foe. Who am I?
IV. I have six faces and 21 eyes, yet I cannot see. Who am I?
V. I am lighter than a feather, yet no man can hold me for long.
Who am I?

2 squares
1 enemy
13 damage + effects

Effect:  Another non-adjacent enemy within 8 squares of you takes 6 damage.
Miss all: The last missed target takes 5 residual damage.

Ancient Golem (Soldier Figure)

When the first hero uses the Portal, draw a Fate Card at random and
read the corresponding riddle on table A. If, on the party’s first attempt, any player correctly answers within 2 minutes, two heroes may
regain 20 HP.

Riddle A

1 square
all enemies
10 damage + effect

After the three Crystal Golems are defeated, one hero regains 20 HP,
and Event 1 happens.

Place the portal and 4 Crystal Golems on the grid, according to the map.

8

6

Mindless Attack - Crystal Golem is Hastened and is immune to Slowed. When the
Evil Power instruction is the Basic Strategy, it moves and tries to include the highest
number of heroes as targets of the attack.

Event 2 - Test of self-knowledge

7

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Each round, after the last hero’s turn ends, roll a die. If the result is
an even number, all heroes in even coordinates (E.g., C-10) take 3
damage, and villains in the same conditions regain 3 HP. If the result
is an odd number, repeat above consequences for heroes and villains
in odd coordinates (E.g., C-11).

Remove the single door and place the Ancient Golem on the grid. It will
only move if at the end of the movement there will be a valid target to
attack. When it and all Crystal Golems are defeated, Event 2 happens.

8

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Shockwave Pulsar (Primary Attack)

Introduction

Primary Objective:

70

Shield - the Guardian Golem

“The place where the world’s deepest secrets are uncovered
and then buried again, because Tanares is not ready for them.”
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Dragon Graveyard

Event 2 – Vradok, the Undead Dragon

“I found a corpse when I was a kid; that gave me huge sleeping problems,
for fear of seeing it again in my dreams... I really miss those days.”

Introduction
You are in a cemetery deep inside the Wasteland, where cultists of the
Shadow Wing are trying to raise the bones of the Undead Dragon,
Vradok. Magnetic orbs surround the cemetery, keeping the Wasteland’s
toxic fumes away, but knowing that you were about to reach them, the
cultists broke the seal by hiding power stones inside some effigies.

Vradok, the Undead Dragon, is being reanimated. Each round, when
the last hero’s turn ends, move the Time Token one slot up. This will
determine Vradok’s HP (= Time Token’s slot number x 6).

Section A – Mist (max. simultaneous Skeletons: 2.

: 3)

• Consider that all squares in this section are Swamp. This does not
include the door’s square.

With your ability to act severely impaired, the cultists have successfully
bought themselves time to raise Vradok. You must quickly return the
stones to the altars to resume the orbs’ protection and get rid of your
afflictions; then, interrupt the summoning ritual as fast as possible, because the longer you take, the stronger Vradok becomes. Kill Vradok to
win this mission.

• When any hero finishes its turn inside this section, place, adjacent

Primary Objective:

• When you activate the Lever I (by spending a Prime Action while

• Kill Vradok: 8 XP + Special Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).
Secondary Objectives:

• Lay a power stone in two consecutive turns: 4 XP.
• Defeat Vradok with at least one skeleton living: 4 XP.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

Mission Description

to it, as many Skeletons as possible to reach the Section’s maximum.

• Each round, after the last villain takes its turn, all dead Skeletons

revive on the square they died (or the nearest possible square, if
that is occupied), but cannot attack this round. Skeletons may never
leave this section and do not drop flasks when killed.
adjacent to it), replace the 2x2 Spikes Tiles (I) for 2x2 Swamp Tiles.

• Whenever there are no heroes in this section, remove all its skeletons.
If a hero returns to this section, renew the instructions above.

Section B – Living Walls
When a hero finishes its turn inside this section, the door closes and
cannot be opened or destroyed until you kill one Living Wall. Teleport
two other heroes to any square inside the room.

Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile. Place Vradok and the 3
Skeletons on the squares the map indicates (white borders). All doors
are unlocked, except the one with a lock symbol on the map. Place the
Time Token on slot “zero” of the HP track.

Walls I and II become Living Walls and, on each of their turns, they
will move 1 square towards the Effigy Tomb in Section B. If there is a
hero in a wall’s destination square, the wall will push it to the nearest
adjacent valid square. If there are no valid squares adjacent to the hero,
all heroes adjacent to the wall take 6 damage each, and the wall does
not move this turn. Track the Living Walls’ HP with the wall tokens.

Powerful dark energies in the atmosphere put Heroes under the following Afflictions:

When you destroy one of the walls, it drops 2 flasks. Remove this
room’s door. The other wall becomes normal.

• Stupor: Heroes cannot make Primary Attacks or use Flasks;
• Insecurity: Heroes cannot make Special attacks or perform Heroic
•

Actions;
Hopelessness: Heroes cannot regain HP or use Scrolls.

Power Stones drop whenever you destroy an Effigy Tomb. Find them
in sections A, B, and C.
Each Power Stone (represented by Quest Items) laid upon the altar will
remove one of the Afflictions (players’ choice). To lay a power stone, a
hero carrying it on any altar square must spend a Prime Action. Once
you lay the third Power Stone, one hero regains 20 HP.

Chests

Living Wall (Wall of Bones side)
One Thousand Souls (Primary Attack)

100
Hit Points

8 7
Basic Attack Defense

1 square
10 damage per hit

4

SECTION B

4

A

3

I
3

5

2
4

3

SECTION C

When a hero opens the door to Section C, Event 1 happens.

3

I

5

Map Labels:

B

4

C

4

When you activate Lever II, replace the 4x2 Spikes Tile (II) for 4x2 Swamp.
At the end of the corridor to the right, there is a Portal. When a hero
teleports, Event 2 happens.

• 2 Swamp 4x2 *
• 4 Swamp 2x2 *
• 1 Stairs

II

4

SECTION A

Multiple Targets - Living Wall blocks Vision and counts as two enemies for the
attacks of heroes. Can be attacked from all sides.
Living Wall traits - Living Wall makes Reactions Attacks if incited, and makes its
Primary Attack after moving (ignore Evil Power). It is immune to Mob, Focus, and
Effects (except Passive Power).

Place the Skeleton Lord and 1 Skeleton on the squares the map indicates (red borders). : Place 3 Skeletons instead.

6

5

Miss: The last missed target takes 5 residual damage.

Effigy Tomb (Statue figure)

7

1 square
1 enemy
15 damage + effect

• 1 Spikes 4x2
• 2 Spikes 2x2
• 2 Portals

5

all enemies

Event 1 – Skeleton Lord

8

Gates of Passing - At the start of all Skeleton Lord’s turns, move the farthest hero in
Vision to a square adjacent to Skeleton Lord.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

2

I

6

Benefit: Gain +2 bonus to your roll.
Effect:  All other heroes adjacent to the Skeleton Lord, or any other skeleton, take 5
damage each.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.

• 2 Walls 2x1
• 2 Big Doors
• 2 Single Door

4

6

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Death Spread (Primary Attack)

II

4

(Inside and outside the
room.)

Section C – Power of Bones

20 • Arena - The Contest

• 5 Walls 5x1
• 8 Walls 4x1
• 4 Walls 3x1

I

1
Movement

Chest A - Regain 20 HP and gain the Dragon Heart (red quest item).
After the Quest ends, you may destroy it to gain a Level 3 Artifact.
Chests B and C - Regain 20 HP.

HP 20 / DF 6, Object Traits: See page 3.
Painful Curse - Any hero attacking it takes 5 damage after its attack
resolves.

• 3 Prisoners
• 3 Chests
• 2 Levers

100

Skeleton Lord (Warlord Figure)

See Bosspad. Its Max HP Stat equals the Time Token’s slot number
when Event 2 happens, times six (min. 60, max. 200).
Empty Body - Vradok counts as one target.
Reaction Attacks’ long reach - Vradok’s Reaction Attacks can be incited from up to 2 squares away.
Home-field advantage - Vradok ignores Swamp effects.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

List of Components:

7

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Mindless - Skeletons cannot make Primary or Special Attacks.
Terrain Adaptation - Skeletons ignore Swamp effects.

Vradok, the Undead Dragon

• 1 Vradok kit
• 4 Sentinel kits
• 1 Warlord kit

15

Skeleton (Sentinel or Skeleton Figure)

Place Vradok and 3 Skeletons on the squares the map indicates (blue
borders). : Place 1 additional Skeleton adjacent to a hero.
Grab Vradok’s Bosspad and Attack Cards. Ignore Phases 2, 3, and 4
of the Bosspad. Evil Power guides its actions, but you must determine
Vradok’s attacks at random every round.
Army of Bones: If at least one Hero has hit Vradok this Round, at the
start of Vradok’s turn place 1 new skeleton, which deals +3 damage
this Round, adjacent to the hero with lowest HP. The maximum number of living Skeletons at any time is 4.
After the last hero uses the portal to enter Vradok’s section, remove
both Portal Tiles from the board.

Initial setup

II

Event 1

5

Event 2
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Imperial Palace

50
Hit Points

Imperial Champions 1 and 2
(Warlord Figure)

“Few people are allowed in, and even fewer are allowed out.”

After running through the confusing hallways and corridors of the mysterious imperial palace, you fail miserably at the attempt to find a way
out, but at the very least you retrieved your confiscated items.
The bad news is that the Ironhand protects the Palace’s Backroom and is
sending several challenges your way in the Great Hall, including an obnoxious sniper shooting at your party from a distance with a Defensive
Orb. Overcome the challenges until you infuriate the Emperor enough
for him to make an appearance, then give him a beating as well.

Primary Objective:

• The Emperor steps on the Great Hall’s Portal Tile: 8 XP + Special
Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).

Secondary Objectives:

• Deal at least 70 damage to the Emperor: 4 XP.
• Open chest B and refuse taking the Fire Stone Item: 4 XP.
• Surviving heroes: 1 XP each.

Mission Description

Challengers Table
Fate Card I – 2 Elite Sentinels, 1 Elite Soldier
Fate Card II – 2 Elite Soldiers, 1 Elite Sniper
Fate Card III – 1 Elite Sentinel, 2 Elite Snipers
Fate Card IV – 2 Elite Sentinels, 1 Elite Sniper
Fate Card V – 1 Elite Soldier, 2 Elite Snipers
Lava Wand (yellow quest item): The bearer, at the start of its turns,
may place one 3x3 Lava Tile anywhere on the battlegrid, as long as
one of its squares is within 8 squares of you. The Tile can overlap
Ruins, but not walls. At the start of the bearer’s next turn, remove this
tile and activate this ability again.
When you activate Lever 2, a hero within 5 squares of it regains 20
HP, and Event 2 happens:

Event 2 – The Invulnerable Champion
Place the Portal Tile and Imperial Champion 2 on the squares the
map indicates (blue borders).
Randomly draw a Fate Card. Based on the Challengers Table, place
the indicated villains on squares that are adjacent to the Ruins Tile
near the lever. You must position the Sentinels close to the lever and
Snipers farther away.

Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile of the Great Hall. Place 1 Elite
Sentinel, 1 Elite Soldier, and 2 Elite Snipers on the squares the map indicates (white borders). Heroes cannot access the Palace’s Backroom
before Event 2 happens (even if some Special Attacks and Heroic
Actions would make that possible).

Imperial Champion 2 is immune to damage from attacks but takes
damage from Lava Tiles, Fire Stone, and the Defensive Orb. When
killed, one hero in the Great Hall regains 20 HP, and Event 3 happens.

If, at any moment, there are no heroes alive in the Great Hall, the
mission fails.

Place the Faceless Emperor and the Bodyguard (or Tiger) on the
squares the map indicates (purple borders).

Defensive Orb: When activated, the orb deals 10 damage to the target
and 10 damage to all combatants (heroes and villains) adjacent to it
(no need to roll). To activate it, an adjacent combatant must spend a
Prime Action.
Until you attack the sniper adjacent to the orb, it will spend all its
Prime Actions activating the orb. The sniper will target the Hero with
the highest number of other heroes adjacent to it.

Chests
Chest A – Regain 20 HP or 1 spent Special Attack.
Chest B - Fire Stone (Red quest item): At the end of the bearer´s turn,
one enemy within 2 squares of the bearer takes 5 damage.

Thunder Strike (Primary Attack)

40
Hit Points

7

Figure)

Randomly draw a Fate Card. Based on the Challengers Table, place
the indicated villains on squares that are adjacent to the Ruins Tile
near the lever. You must position the Sentinels in numeric coordinates
close to the activated lever and Snipers farther away.

Dashing Crossbow (Primary Attack)

40

7

6

8

2 squares
1 enemy
15 damage + effect

Epic Campaign Modifier

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

1 square
12 damage

Enraged Strike (Primary Attack)
Miss: The target takes residual 5 damage.

List of Components:

• 3 Sentinel kits
• 3 Soldier kits
• 3 Sniper Kits

on a hit.

• Orb deals 12 damage instead of 10.

When defeated, two heroes regain 20 HP.

• 1 Warlord kit
• 1 Orb
• 3 Chests

• 2 Levers
• 3 Walls 5x1
• 7 Walls 4x1

• 3 Walls 3x1
• 2 Portals
• 2 Ruins 4x2

C
I

• Enemies have a +2 bonus to attack rolls and deal +2 damage

1 enemy

• 4 Ruins 2x2
• 1 Stairs

PALACE’S BACKROOM

4

4

4

4

5

II

GREAT HALL
3

B

6

4

2 squares
1 enemy
13 damage + effect

Effect:  Move the target to a square adjacent to another hero within 2 squares of you.
Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.
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Bodyguard or Tiger (Sentinel or Tiger

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

When you activate Lever I, a hero within 5 squares of it regains 20 HP,
and Event 1 happens:

Elite Sniper (Sniper Figure)

30

7

6

3
4

5

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

8 squares
9 damage

Miss all: The last missed target takes 5 residual damage.

5

Imperial Sling - At the start of all Emperor’s turns, the farthest hero in the Great Hall is
moved to a square adjacent to the Emperor.
True Mastermind - Ignore Evil Power. On its turn, the Emperor attacks a hero and
moves the shortest possible way to the Portal (inciting Reaction Attacks). It does not
die when the HP drops to zero or less. When he steps on the Portal tile, the Quest ends.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

3

7

7

5

Ravishing Spear (Primary Attack)

Place the Lever II tile and Imperial Champion 1 on the squares the
map indicates (red borders).

Imperial Destruction (Primary Attack)

1 square
1 enemy
12 damage + effect

50

7

Imperial Champion 1 - Immunity to Primary Attacks from heroes. Uses Lava Wand on
all its turns, trying to damage the highest number of heroes possible (avoids villains if
possible, but it is not a priority). Upon death, Lava Wand is dropped.
Imperial Champion 2 - Immunity to attacks from heroes.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

7 6 6
Basic Attack Defense Movement

Chest C - Gain a random Level 3 artifact when the match ends.

Event 1 – The Lava Champion

70

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Effect:  The target takes +2 damage per enemy within 3 squares of you.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.

Effect:  Another enemy within 3 squares of you takes 5 damage.
Miss: The target takes residual 5 damage.

Elite Soldier (Soldier Figure)

Emperor Figure)

Effect:  Move the target to a square adjacent to another hero within 2 squares of you.
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.

Event 3 – The Faceless Emperor

Elite Sentinel (Sentinel Figure)

Faceless Emperor (Warlord or

2 squares
1 enemy
13 damage + effect

Ravishing Spear (Primary Attack)

Introduction

7 7 6
Basic Attack Defense Movement

4

up to 2 enemies

Map Labels:

Initial setup

Event 1

Event 2

A

5

Event 3
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Cursed Swamp

Introduction
Cultists of the Shadow Wing maintain a secluded area at the bottom of the Wasteland’s canyon, where they keep a Dragon under restraints. Knowing that their intentions could not be right, you released
the Dragon, and it started going towards a mystical orb that had been
drawing its attention.
The cultists have fled, but, before that, they raised all sorts of nasty undead from that nefarious swamp soil, with the aid of summoning statues. Find your way through all this chaotic mess, including the Dragon,
to kill your strongest threat, an undead that keeps all others animated.
Kill the Skeleton Avenger to win this mission.

Primary Objective:

• Kill the Skeleton Avenger: 8 XP + Special Rewards (Rulebook, p. 37).
Secondary Objectives:

• Deal at least 70 damage to the Green Dragon: 4 XP.
• Kill all villains Event 1 spawns: 4 XP.
• Surviving heroes: 1 XP each.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile. Place 2 Green Zombies,
1 Armored Specter, 1 Mystic Skeleton, and the dragon on the squares
the map indicates (white borders).
Warning! Two heroes are in a position
to incite Reaction Attacks from the dragon.

Skeleton figure)

Chests
Chest A – Dragon Essence (green quest item): If the bearer activates
the Orb, gain a Level 3 artifact of your choice when the Skeleton
Avenger dies.

The dragon will always take the shortest path possible to attack the
Mystical Orb. The dragon will never leave this route (or increase its
distance from the Orb).
The Dragon cannot move through heroes; if there is one in its way, the
Dragon will move as close as possible to the Orb but stop adjacent to
the hero, whom the Dragon will then attack.

• The Dragon is always the last to act on the round.
• The Evil Power instructions or effects do not affect it.
• If the Dragon can attack two or more heroes, the players choose which.
• If the dragon has both the Orb and a hero within reach, it will target
•
•

the hero.
Until the Dragon destroys the Orb, it cannot spend its Prime Action
to take a second Move Action.
Before the Dragon destroys the Orb, if villains are occupying one
of its landing squares, remove their figures from the board (villains
cannot hinder the dragon’s movement).

After destroying the first statue, place 2 villains from the statue’s type
adjacent to the hero who destroyed it. After destroying the second
statue, place 1 villain; when you destroy the third, place no villain.
Every time you destroy a statue, a hero within 8 squares of it may
regain 20 HP. Remove the equivalent Fate Card from the deck.

1 enemy

Poisonous Claws (Primary Attack)

20

7

6

70

8

7

6

List of Components:

• 1 Warlord Kit
• 1 Dragon figure +

• 1 Orb
• 3 Prisoners
• 3 Chests

token

140

8

7

4

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Claws of Fury (Primary Attack)

2 squares
20 damage

1 enemy

Freedom! - When the orb is activated, Vyrak's Movement Stat becomes 8, and it can
spend its Prime Action to take an extra Move Action.
Power of Will - Vyrak is immune to Effects.
Reaction Attacks’ extended reach - Vyrak is incited from up to 2 squares away.
Home-field advantage - Vyrak ignores Swamp effects.
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

Overlord Perks - See Page 3.

• 3 Sentinel kits
• 3 Soldier Kits
• 3 Sniper Kits

6

Miss: The target takes residual 10 damage.

Effect:  Destroy one ally adjacent to a hero. Such hero takes damage equal to the
HP of the destroyed ally (ignore range and vision).
Miss: The target takes 10 residual damage.

• 3 Walls 5x1
• 5 Walls 4x1
• 2 Walls 3x1

• 2 Swamp 4x2
• 4 Swamp 2x2
• 1 Stairs

B

III

4
3
4

I

C
4

6

Effect:  The target takes +3 damage if it has 30 or fewer HP.
Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

6

2 squares
1 enemy
14 damage + effect

Stream of Souls (Primary Attack)

4

II

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

1 enemy
1 square
10 damage + effect

7

2 squares
1 enemy
12 damage + effect

Otherworldly Bash (Primary Attack)

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Place the villains on the squares the map indicates (red borders), or
on the nearest possible squares, if those are occupied.

figure)

25

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Vyrak, the Green Dragon

If the Dragon destroys the Orb, or a Hero activates it, Event 1 happens.

Green Zombie (Sentinel or Zombie

Armored Specter (Soldier Figure)

Advanced Tactics - Mystic Skeleton’s Basic Strategy is to pursue the hero with the
highest number of adjacent heroes and lowest HP.

To activate this Orb, an adjacent hero must spend a Prime Action after all
Statues have been destroyed. Such hero regains 20 HP, and Event 1 happens.

If the Orb was destroyed, remove the dragon from the game.
If the Orb was activated, the players take control of the Dragon, considering it a hero/ally.

6

Effect:  Move the target up to 2 squares towards the Green Dragon.
Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

Mystical Orb - HP 50 / DF 6

Object Traits: see page 3.

The maximum number of Green Zombies at a given time is 3,
Armored Specter is 3, and Mystical Skeleton is 3. Draw another Fate
card if you would pass that limit. The villain’s type is always the same
for each statue.

6

Effect:  Enemies adjacent to the target take 4 damage each.
Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.

Skeleton Avenger (Warlord Figure)

Event 1 - Undead Revenge

Fate Card I – Statue I: Green Zombie
Fate Card II – Statue II: Armored Specter
Fate Card III – Statue III: Mystical Skeleton

8 squares
8 damage + effect

Chest B and C – Regain 20 HP.

Green Dragon’s Behavior

7

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Rotten Spores (Primary Attack)

Cursed Statues - HP 20 / DF 6
Each round, after the last villain (except the dragon) ends its turn,
randomly draw a Fate Card (I-III). Based on the result, activate a specific statue and place a villain adjacent to it. It immediately takes its
turn, but on its first turn, it takes only one action (Prime Action, or
Move Action if it cannot attack a hero).

20

Mystical Skeleton (Sniper or

“It’s not that bad if you ignore the poisonous plants, the mud,
the smell, the undead, and that dragon over there.”

3
4

A

5

5

5

Contagion - Heroes that start their turn adjacent to you take 3 damage.

Epic Campaign Modifier

• Villains have +1 Movement, a +2 bonus to attack rolls and
deal +2 damage on a hit (except the Green Dragon).

Map Labels:
24 • Arena - The Contest

Initial setup

Event 1
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Vradok, the Undead Dragon

“The most powerful enemy with no brain, no muscles, no lungs, and no life that you will ever face.”

Introduction
The dense necromancy spells in the area constantly reanimate the ancient skeletons buried there. Although their bones are much weaker than
those of the Boss, it is tough to deal with their numbers. Kill Vradok to
win this Boss Fight.

Primary Objective:

• Kill Vradok: 13 XP.

• 2 Walls 4x1
• 2 Walls 3x1
• 2 Spikes 2x2

• 2 Altars
• 2 Swamp 4x2
• 4 Swamp 2x2

• 2 Stairs

Draw a Boss Spell Card and immediately apply what the Power field
describes (no roll required). If you drew the last card of the deck,
shuffle all the other cards and assemble a new deck.
The Command field determines Vradok’s behavior on the next phase.

Phase 5: Action

4

In this phase, Vradok can take a Move Action and/or a Prime Action,
like any other foe.
Randomly draw one of Vradok’s attack cards. Vradok makes this attack, targeting heroes according to the Boss Spell’s Command. The
attack card drawn this round does not participate in the next round’s
selection.

Secondary Objectives:

• Chest left unopened: 1 XP per chest.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

• Empty Body: Vradok is always one single target.

Heroes start the Quest on any square of any number of Stairs Tiles.
On the first Round, as soon as the last hero finishes its turn, remove
all Stairs Tiles from the battlegrid.

Special Features

Skeletons

• Size: Vradok occupies nine (3x3) squares. It can be adjacent to 16

The quest starts with three skeletons. The maximum number of living
skeletons at any time is four.

• Reaction Attacks’ long reach: Vradok’s Reaction Attacks have a

7

4

Unique Features

Mission Description

15

• 1 Vradok kit
• 4 Sentinel kits
• 3 Chests

Phase 4: Boss Spell

You are inside what looks like an ordinary human cemetery, but in front
of you lies an undead dragon’s corpse seeking blood. Your blood.

Skeleton (Sentinel or Skeleton Figure)

List of Components:

6

6

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

Mindless - Skeletons cannot make Primary or Special Attacks.
Terrain Adaptation - Skeletons ignore Swamp effects, but die if they step on Spikes.

Chests - Regain 10 HP.

Vradok’s Turn
Phase 1: Refresh
End all Temporary Effects Vradok applied. Put the attack card that
tracked them on the pile of Vradok’s Attack Cards.
Remove all effects the heroes applied on Vradok. It takes 5 damage for
each Permanent Effect removed this way.

Phase 2: Bone Attacks
At the start of Vradok’s every turn, if at least one hero this Round has
hit Vradok, place 1 new Skeleton adjacent to the hero with lowest HP.
Ignore this if there are already four skeletons alive.

3

squares at once.

Range of 2 squares. Therefore, you can incite its Reaction Attack
if you are two squares away (or directly adjacent to it). Vradok can
make only one Reaction Attack per turn.

• HP: 210 HP. Learn how to track on page 3.
• Flight and Landing: Vradok is Hastened and ignores the Slowed

Condition (this is not an Effect). When moving, it may pass
through all squares, including those occupied by heroes, chests,
and walls; however, its movement cannot end on squares occupied
by Combatants, Barriers, or Obstacles.

3

Map Labels:

Initial setup

• Home-field advantage: Vradok ignores the effects of Terrain Tiles
(E.g., lava, altar, portal, ruins).

• Overlord Perks: See Page 3.
Epic Campaign Modifier

• Vradok has 280 HP.
• When attacking, Vradok is Blessed. Its attacks deal +2
damage.

• At the end of all Vradok’s turns, place 1 additional Skeleton
adjacent to the nearest hero.

Then, all Skeletons take their turns (Move and/or Prime Action), targeting the nearest Hero with lowest HP.

Phase 3: Ghastly Aura
Apply Vradok’s Bosspad-described aura on heroes within reach.

26 • Arena - The Contest
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Zarumag, the Black Dragon

“He has finally found a vent to dump all the ungodly rage he’s been building up for decades. You.”

Introduction
You find yourself surrounded by history, just as you are about to make
some. The ruins of the world’s most prominent kingdom surround your
party in Arcana, where, right next to the fallen palace, you are about to
face the world’s most dangerous Dragon, one who has not rested since
the Draconic Age.

The Command field determines Zarumag’s behavior on the next phase.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on the Stairs Tile. On the first Round, as soon as
the last hero finishes its turn, remove all Stairs Tiles from the battlegrid.

Evil Shadow (Warlord or Zombie Figure)
HP 60 / DF 6 / BA 7 (melee) / MV 8
Overlord Perks - See Page 3.
Each Round, Evil Shadow copies a hero and attacks (see Zarumag’s
turn - Phase 2).
Evil Shadow counts as a combatant for Mob and Focus and can make
Reaction Attacks, but it does not drop flasks when killed.

Chests - Regain 10 HP.

Zarumag’s Turn
Phase 1: Refresh
End all Temporary Effects Zarumag applied. Put the card that tracked
them in Zarumag’s Attack Card deck.
Remove all effects the heroes applied on Zarumag. It takes 5 damage
for each Permanent Effect removed this way.

Phase 2: Evil Shadow
If Evil Shadow is alive, it becomes a copy of a hero (dead or alive)
until the start of Zarumag’s next turn (its Stats remain, and it cannot
apply Passive Powers). Use the Fate Cards to determine which hero
gets copied randomly.
Then, Evil Shadow makes the Primary Attack with the highest number
printed on the “Hit”
field, targeting the nearest hero with lowest
HP, if possible. If the attack produces effects, the players must choose
targets for them. Helpful/healing effects go to Zarumag, if possible.
If Evil Shadow is dead, it revives adjacent to the hero with lowest HP,
with 15 fewer Max HP than the last time it lived (i.e., 45 / 30 / 15 HP).
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• 4 Spikes 2x2
• 2 Spikes 3x1
• 3 Portals

• 2 Swamp 4x2
• 4 Swamp 2x2
• 1 Stairs

Apply Zarumag’s Bosspad-described aura on heroes within reach.

Primary Objective:

• Chest left unopened: 1 XP per chest.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

• 2 Walls 5x1
• 2 Walls 3x1
• 2 Spikes 4x2

Phase 3: Dark Aura
Phase 4: Boss Spell

Secondary Objectives:

• 1 Zarumag kit
• 1 Warlord kit
• 3 Chests

Evil Shadow cannot move or act on the Round it revives. If Evil Shadow
would revive with zero HP, it is permanently dead, and one hero regains
20 HP or 1 spent Special Attack.

His strong spiritual presence has projected onto the field an Evil Shadow
that can quickly copy other living presences. Beware this powerful enemy, as if Zarumag was not enough to deal with already. Kill Zarumag
to win this Boss Fight.

• Kill Zarumag: 13 XP.

List of Components:

Draw a Boss Spell Card and immediately apply what the Power field
describes (no roll required). If you drew the last card of the deck,
shuffle all the other cards and assemble a new deck.

3

5

3

5

Phase 5: Action
In this phase, Zarumag can take a Move Action and/or a Prime
Action, like any other foe.
Randomly draw one of Zarumag’s attack cards. Zarumag makes this
attack, targeting heroes according to the Boss Spell’s Command. The
attack card drawn this round does not participate in the next round’s
selection.

Special Features

• Size: Zarumag occupies nine (3x3) squares. It can be adjacent to
16 squares at once.

• Multiple targets: Due to its increased size, when an attack can tar-

get more than one enemy (or when it applies Effects to another
enemy), you may count Zarumag as two targets (adjacent to each
other). Roll strikes separately; if they both hit, apply damage twice.

• Reaction Attacks’ long reach: Zarumag’s Reaction Attacks have a
Range of 2 squares. Therefore, you can incite its Reaction Attack if
you are two squares away (or directly adjacent to it). Zarumag can
make only one Reaction Attack per turn.

Map Labels:

Initial setup

• HP: 280 HP. Learn how to track on page 3.
• Flight and landing: Zarumag is Hastened and ignores the Slowed

Condition (this is not an Effect). When moving, it may pass
through all squares, including those occupied by heroes, chests,
and walls; however, its movement cannot end on squares occupied
by Combatants, Barriers, or Obstacles.

• Home-field advantage: Zarumag ignores the effects of Terrain Tiles
(E.g., lava, altar, portal, ruins).

• Overlord Perks: See page 3.
Epic Campaign Modifier

• Zarumag has 350 HP.
• When attacking, Zarumag is Blessed. Its attacks deal +2 damage.
• If destroyed, Evil Shadow revives with 10 fewer HP instead of 15.
• After attacking, Evil Shadow attacks another hero using the
other Primary Attack from the copied hero. It is Hastened
and may move up to 4 squares to make this second attack.
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Kelorth, the White Dragon

“If human-killing dragons are frightening, what’s to be said about a dragon-killing dragon?”

Introduction

• 1 Kelorth kit
• 2 Soldier kits
• 3 Chests

• 2 Walls 4x1
• 2 Walls 3x1
• 2 Walls 2x1

• 2 Spikes 4x2
• 2 Spikes 3x3
• 4 Spikes 2x2

• 2 Ruins 4x2
• 4 Ruins 2x2
• 2 Stairs

•

+1 Soldier Kit

For the rest of the fight, if there is at least one Ice Golem living, draw
Evil Power cards on Phase 2, right before their turns start.

Your strange journey has taken you away from the Wasteland, to the
depths of the northeastern mountains, beyond even the mighty volcano
where you find the Chowillawu Acchoda (spring of the world’s most
important river, which makes the Tanarian Central Sea).
There you found - and infuriated - the White Dragon of Wind and
Snow, Kelorth. His mastery of wind allows him to sculpt golems out
of the snow, animated by his magical attunement with the element. If
you manage to survive all these enemies and kill Kelorth, you win the
Boss Fight.

Primary Objective:

Phase 3: Freezing Aura
Apply Kelorth’s Bosspad-described aura on heroes within reach.

Phase 4: Boss Spell
Draw a Boss Spell Card and immediately apply what the Power field
describes (no roll required). If you drew the last card of the deck,
shuffle all the other cards and assemble a new deck.

4

4

The Command field determines Kelorth’s behavior on the next phase.

Phase 5: Action

• Kill Kelorth: 13 XP.

In this phase, Kelorth can take a Move Action and/or a Prime Action,
like any other foe.

Secondary Objectives:

• Chest left unopened: 1 XP each.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

Randomly draw one of Kelorth’s attack cards. Kelorth makes this attack, targeting heroes according to the Boss Spell’s Command. The
attack card drawn this round does not participate in the next round’s
selection.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on any square of any number of Stairs Tiles.
On the first Round, as soon as the last hero finishes its turn, remove
all Stairs Tiles from the battlegrid.

Ice Golems (Soldier or Golem figures)
Frost Fist (Primary Attack)

30
Hit Points

7 6 6
Basic Attack Defense Movement

1 square
12 damage

1 enemy

Miss: The target takes 5 residual damage.
Ice Burn - When an Ice Golem dies, Kelorth takes 6 damage.

Evil Power cards guide the Ice Golems’ actions, precisely like in missions. Only draw an Evil Power card if there is at least one golem alive.
They move trying to become adjacent to as many Heroes as possible
within safety.

Chests - Regain 10 HP.

Kelorth’s Turn
Phase 1: Refresh
End all Temporary Effects Kelorth applied. Put the card that tracked
them in Kelorth’s Attack Card deck.
Remove all effects the heroes applied on Kelorth. It takes 5 damage for
each Permanent Effect removed this way.

Phase 2: Ice Golem
At the start of Kelorth’s first turn, place 2 Ice Golems adjacent to the
two most distant heroes (one for each hero). Immediately draw an
Evil Power Card and follow its instructions (its Power is also applied).
Ice Golems take their turns (Move and Prime actions) on the same
Round they spawn.
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List of Components:

2

2

Special Features

• Size: Kelorth occupies nine (3x3) squares. It can be adjacent to 16
squares at once.

• Multiple targets: Due to its increased size, when an attack can tar-

get more than one enemy (or when it applies Effects to another
enemy), you may count Kelorth as two targets (adjacent to each
other). Roll strikes separately; if they both hit, apply damage twice.

• Reaction Attacks’ long reach: Kelorth’s Reaction Attacks have a

Range of 2 squares. Therefore, you can incite its Reaction Attack if
you are two squares away (or directly adjacent to it). Kelorth can
make only one Reaction Attack per turn.

3

3

Map Labels:

Initial setup

• HP: 280 HP. Learn how to track on page 3.
• Flight and Landing: Kelorth is Hastened and ignores the Slowed

Condition (this is not an Effect). When moving, it may pass
through all squares, including those occupied by heroes, chests,
and walls; however, its movement cannot end on squares occupied
by Combatants, Barriers, or Obstacles.

• Home-field advantage: Kelorth ignores the effects of Terrain Tiles
(E.g., lava, altar, portal, ruins).

• Overlord Perks: See page 3.
Epic Campaign Modifier

• Kelorth has 350 HP
• When attacking, Kelorth rolls twice and chooses the best
results. Attacks deal +2 damage.

• Place 1 additional Ice Golem adjacent to a hero at Phase 2
of Kelorth’s first turn.
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Baleroth, the Diabolo

List of Components:

• 1 Baleroth Kit
• 3 Chests
• 6 Walls 4x1

“On second thought, the best weapon against upheaval is just killing everybody.”

Introduction

With the imperial palace crumbling around your party, you have no
time to contemplate how much history you are about to make - or become. You now have to fight for your life against a true demon: the
Diabolo, the Baleroth.
Baleroth’s distinctive feature, besides his incredibly fearsome attacks, is
that he can shoot powerful blasts all over the battlefield, hitting unprotected heroes. This power becomes stronger as the palace comes down
and you feel sucked into an ever-increasing void of hopelessness. Don’t
ever relax: the more you survive, the more dangerous Baleroth becomes.

Primary Objective:

• Kill Baleroth: 13 XP.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on any square of any number of Stairs Tiles.
On the first Round, as soon as the last hero finishes its turn, remove
all Stairs Tiles from the battlegrid.

Abyss
The first 3 times Baleroth loses a Life Token, also remove all tiles of
a type, in the following order: (1) altars; (2) portals; and (3) ruins.
Besides, the Big Living Wall moves 3 squares towards the heroes and
makes a Primary Attack. If Baleroth or heroes are in the way during
this movement, push them to the nearest valid square. They end on
squares adjacent to this wall.

The Command field determines Baleroth’s behavior on the next phase.

Phase 5: Action

In this phase, Baleroth can take a Move Action and/or a Prime Action,
like any other foe.
Randomly draw one of Baleroth’s attack cards. Baleroth makes this
attack, targeting heroes according to the Boss Spell’s Command. The
attack card drawn this round does not participate in the next round’s
selection.

Special Features

• Size: Baleroth occupies nine (3x3) squares. It can be adjacent to 16
squares at once.

get more than one enemy (or when it applies Effects to another
enemy), you may count Baleroth as two targets (adjacent to each
other). Roll strikes separately; if they both hit, apply damage twice.

• Reaction Attacks’ long reach: Baleroth’s Reaction Attacks have a

Range of 2 squares. Therefore, you can incite its Reaction Attack if
you are two squares away (or directly adjacent to it). Baleroth can
make only one Reaction Attack per turn.

Remove all effects the heroes applied on Baleroth. It takes 10 damage
for each Permanent Effect removed this way.

Phase 2: Living Walls

Move each hero 2 squares toward their nearest wall. Then, the walls
make a Primary attack, targeting all heroes within reach.

Phase 3: Gates to Hell

One hero loses one Primary or Special attack (all at players’ choice).
Then, such hero takes damage equal to the
value of any of its remaining attacks. If Baleroth has no Special Attacks available, this hero
dies instead.

Phase 4: Boss Spell

Draw a Boss Spell Card and immediately apply what the Power field
describes (no roll required). If you drew the last card of the deck,
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4

Condition (this is not an Effect). When moving, it may pass
through all squares, including those occupied by heroes, chests,
and walls; however, its movement cannot end on squares occupied
by Combatants, Barriers, or Obstacles.

• Overlord Perks: See page 3.

End all Temporary Effects Baleroth applied. Put the card that tracked
them in Baleroth’s Attack Card deck.

4

• HP: 280 HP. Learn how to track on page 3.
• Flight and Landing: Baleroth is Hastened and ignores the Slowed

The Primary Attack triggered by the removal of a Life Token is made
in addition to the regular Primary Attack on Phase 2 of the round.

Phase 1: Refresh

4

• Multiple targets: Due to its increased size, when an attack can tar

• Home-field advantage: Baleroth ignores the effects of Terrain Tiles

Baleroth’s Turn

4
4

The Big Living wall is the 16x1 wall composed of four smaller tiles. It counts
as a single wall. Abyss does not move the other two walls on the grid.

Chests - Regain 10 HP.

• 3 Altars
• 3 Portals
• 2 Stairs

shuffle all the other cards and assemble a new deck.

Secondary Objectives:

• Chest left unopened: 1 XP per chest.
• Surviving Heroes: 1 XP each.

• 1 Lava 4x2
• 2 Lava 3x3
• 2 Lava 2x2

4

(E.g., lava, altar, portal, ruins).

Living Walls

100

7

6

Map Labels:

Initial setup

*

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

One Thousand Souls (Primary Attack)

1 square
10 damage per hit

All heroes

Miss: The last missed target takes 5 residual damage.
Infernal Protection - Living Wall blocks vision, is immune to damage and cannot be
destroyed.
Behavioral traits - Living Wall can make Reactions Attacks and makes its Primary
Attack after moving. It is immune to Reactions Attacks, Effects, Mob and Focus.

Epic Campaign Modifier

• Baleroth has 350 HP
• When attacking, Baleroth rolls twice and chooses the best
results. Attacks deal +2 damage.

• Draw 2 Boss Spell cards and apply both Powers. Follow the
Command instructions of the first one.
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Capture the Orb
PvP Scenario

Introduction
Arenas have become the epicenter not only of conflict solution, but entertainment in the world. As such, the twisted minds of Governors that
administer minor Arenas gradually developed many other activities besides the standard “team deathmatch.”

Winning Objective:

“Heroes Bonanza” Variant

Mission Description
This is a PvP scenario. Players divide themselves into two teams and
determine if each side will recruit three or four heroes. Place all tiles
according to the map. Heroes start the fight on one of the squares
of the Stairs Tile located on their team’s side of the map. Follow all
applicable PvP rules, and the following:

Magic Orb

• An adjacent hero must spend a Prime Action to grab the enemy orb
the bearer finishes its Move Action, they must choose an adjacent
square to place the orb. If there are no available adjacent squares
to place the orb, leave it on the last unoccupied square where the
bearer stepped. Then, the orb loses its bearer.

To add more unpredictability, you may get the substitute hero at random from a pile of shuffled Heropads, assembled after the second
round of selections. When the pile ends, shuffle again the Heropads
of all heroes who are not fighting.

• The bearers are Hastened and immune to any effects that would

Playing Classic PvP

• The bearer’s Movement Stat becomes 3 while carrying the orb.
• If there is an ally adjacent to the bearer, the bearer is Protected

You can use this scenario to play Classic PvP. Follow the Rulebook’s
rules and add this one:

and Toughened. Otherwise, it is Exposed and Vulnerable. Each of
these Conditions applies only once per turn.

• The bearer can only spend its Prime Action to make a Basic Attack.
• If the bearer dies, the enemy team may move the orb 1 square.

4

4

In this second round of selection, teams keep alternating picks until
there are no heroes left (leave one hero out of the game if the number
of available heroes is not even).
Follow Capture the Orb’s regular rules. However, when a hero dies,
instead of reviving it, place a hero outside the game on the altar, with
30 HP and 1 Special Attack available. This substitution cannot make
the team have two Heroes of the same Combat Role fighting at the
same time, unless there is no other available substitute.

3

4

This variation uses all heroes available to the players. The teams
must first recruit their initial heroes (this selection determines Turn
Order). Then, another round of selection starts, but, this time, the
heroes selected may enter the game in any order.

Keep track of the heroes who have already fought and died. Once they
have all joined the fight, dead heroes become available to fight again.

move them (from enemies and allies).

• 4 Portals
• 2 Stairs

3

Like any PvP match, teams may agree to fight with Artifacts and/or
Scrolls. The bearer’s immunity against forced movement also applies
to scrolls and artifacts.

and become The Bearer. Heroes can only grab enemy orbs.

• When a hero grabs the orb to become the bearer, and any time

• 2 Lava 4x2
• 2 Lava 3x3
• 2 Altars

When heroes die, place their token on the square they died. At the
start of their next turn, they revive on an Altar Tile on their team’s
side of the map, with 30 HP and no available Special Attacks. They can
take their turns as usual (Prime and Move Action).

Artifacts and Scrolls

of the map.

• 2 Orbs
• 8 Walls 4x1
• 4 Walls 3x1

Death and Revival

Of all these activities, ranging from cultural spectacles to sporting events,
only one of them the Emperor allowed to be featured in the Arena of
Fate, the most significant in the world, located in the Imperial Capital:
the violent and profoundly strategical Capture the Orb.

• Be the first team to take the enemy orb to the Stairs Tile on your side

List of Components:

4

4

4

4

4

3

Map Labels:

3

Initial setup

Magic Orbs - HP 60 / DF 6
Object Traits: see Page 3.

• Activate enemy orb: You must spend your Prime Action while adjacent to the enemy orb. No roll is required.

• Benefit: Ignore range and vision. No roll is needed.
• Effect: An enemy takes 12 damage.

Game Boards Expansion Pack: use this map.
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Isendden, the Gold Dragon
One vs All Deathmatch

Introduction
The Arenas were created to avoid massive bloodshed from wars, which
could prompt the Malrokian Curse, when Dragons come to create natural catastrophes that punish all armies involved in the conflict.
However, the activity in arenas has intensified. Too many battles were
scheduled in several minor arenas at the same time, emitting vibrations
that did not go unnoticed by Isendden, who has come to check out what
was going on. Disgusted to see that humans had turned violence into entertainment, he now challenges a group of four heroes, to teach humans
a lesson they will never forget.

Objectives:

• For Heroes to win, they must kill Isendden.
• For Isendden to win, all heroes must be Dead at the same time.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on any square of any number of Stairs Tiles.
Position the figures, chests, walls, and portal tiles according to the
map. On the first Round, as soon as the last hero finishes its turn,
remove all Stairs Tiles from the battlegrid.
Isendden cannot perform Heroic Actions or First Aid. Heroes cannot
use Scrolls or Artifacts.

Chests - Regain 20 HP. Only heroes can open the chests.

Isendden’s Turn

List of Components:

• 1 Isendden kit
• 3 Chests
• 2 Walls 4x1

• 4 Walls 3x1
• 4 Spikes 2x2 *
• 2 Altars

• 2 Portals
• 2 Stairs

Phase 5: Action
In this phase, Isendden can take a Move Action and/or a Prime
Action, controlled by a player. You cannot make the same attack in
two consecutive rounds.

Special Features

3

• Size: Isendden occupies 3x3 squares. It can be adjacent to 16 squares

3

at once.

• Multiple targets: Due to its increased size, when an attack can target more than one enemy (or when it applies effects to another enemy), you may count Isendden as two adjacent targets. Roll strikes
separately; if they both hit, apply damage twice.

• Reaction Attacks’ long reach: Isendden’s Reaction Attacks have a

Range of 2 squares. Therefore, heroes incite Reaction Attacks when
they are two squares away (or directly adjacent to it). Isendden can
make only one Reaction Attack per turn.

• HP: 280 HP. Learn how to track on page 3.
• Flight and Landing: Isendden is Hastened and ignores Slowed

4

4

Condition (this is not an Effect). When moving, it may pass over
all squares, including those occupied by heroes, chests, and walls;
however, it cannot end the movement on squares occupied by
Combatants, Barriers, or Obstacles.

• Home-field advantage: Isendden ignores the effects of Terrain Tiles
(E.g., lava, altar, portal, ruins).

• Overlord Perks: See page 3.

3
3

Phase 1: Refresh
End all Temporary Effects Isendden applied. Put the card that tracked
them in Isendden’s Attack Card deck.

Map Labels:

Initial setup

Remove all effects the heroes applied on Isendden. It takes 5 damage
for each Permanent Effect removed this way.

Phase 2: Power Spikes
Isendden may place a 2x2 Spikes Tile anywhere on the field if at least
one hero made a Special Attack this round (up to one tile per round).
The maximum number of tiles on the field is four. If there are four tiles
on the field already and a hero has made a Special Attack, Isendden
can move one tile up to 3 squares.
Regain 3 HP for each hero with no Special Attacks available.

Phase 3: Aura of Madness
Apply Isendden’s Bosspad-described aura on heroes within reach.

Phase 4: Boss Spell
Draw a Boss Spell Card and immediately apply what the Power field
describes (no roll required). If you drew the last card of the deck,
shuffle all the other cards and assemble a new deck.
Ignore the other instructions on the card.
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The Dragon Avatar
One vs All Deathmatch

Introduction

Summon Dragon (Dragon figure)

Phase 3: Dragon’s Action
In this phase, the Dragon can take a Move Action and/or a Prime
Action, controlled by the player. Follow the summoning rules above
to determine the attack you can make.
When a Dragon declares an attack, remove that card from the game after its effects resolve. Each attack can only be made once in the match.

The Dragon Avatar is the most dominant champion in the world, but
it is also the most arrogant; knowing that it would easily win any combat if teams received equal fighting conditions, the Avatar demanded to
battle a regular team alone, to forever be remembered in Arena history
and to prove its strength, for reasons no one knows yet.

The Dragon Avatar may take 10 damage and spend its Prime Action
to summon a dragon. Place the dragon with 20 HP adjacent to any
hero. However, the Dragon Avatar has not yet perfected its summoning skills, which means the Heroes can interfere on the elements that
draw different dragons to the field, and one of the following situations
happens:

This is a PvP scenario where one combatant faces four others, in a
Heroes versus Dragon Avatar deathmatch.

A) On the first Round, the heroes chose the summoned Dragon. The
Avatar chooses its attack;

Effect:  You or the Dragon Avatar regains 4 HP (ignore range).
Miss: No residual damage.

B) On the next summoning, determine both the Dragon and the attack randomly, according to the following table:

One Thousand Shapes - Consider the Mystic Slave an Ice Golem, Skeleton, Evil
Shadow, and Orb when Dragons attack (E.g., if Zarumag’s attack allows the Evil Shadow
to make a Special Attack, the Mystic Slave will make an attack copied from a random hero).
Reverence - The Mystic Slave cannot attack a hero already attacked by the Dragon
this round.

• For Heroes to win, they must kill the Dragon Avatar.
• For the Dragon Avatar to win, all heroes must be Dead at the same
time.

Mission Description
Heroes start the Quest on any square of any number of Stairs Tiles.
Position the figures, walls, chests, lava, altar, portal, and ruins tiles
according to the map. Grab Thyra’s, Azymor’s, Kelorth’s, Vradok’s, and
Zarumag’s Heropads and Attack Cards. On the first Round, as soon as
the last hero finishes its turn, remove all Stairs Tiles from the battlegrid. The Dragon Avatar cannot perform First Aid or Heroic Actions.

Fate Card I - Azymor, the Red Dragon
Fate Card II - Thyra, the Blue Dragon
Fate Card III - Zarumag, the Black Dragon
Fate Card IV - Kelorth, the White Dragon
Fate Card V - Vradok, the Undead Dragon

• Alternate between A and B until the end of the match.
• The same dragon can neither be summoned twice in a row (A-B)
nor be chosen twice in a row (A-A);

A Dragon chosen by the heroes (A) and a Mystic Slave (Soldier Figure)
start the match already summoned, on the squares the map indicates.

• If the Dragon Avatar performs this ability when there is already a

Chests - Regain 20 HP or 1 spent Special Attack. Only heroes can

Summon Mystic Slave (Soldier or Golem figure)

Turn Order in a Round:

The Dragon Avatar may take 10 damage and spend its entire Move
Action to summon the Mystic Slave. Place it with 20 HP adjacent to
any hero. This does not incite reaction attacks, and there can be no
summoning if the Avatar already lost a movement point this round.

open the chests.

1) Heroes act first; 2) Then the Dragon Avatar takes its turn;
3) Dragon (if any); 4) Mystic Slave (if any).

Dragon Avatar’s Turn
Phase 1: Power Refresh
End all Temporary Effects the Dragon Avatar applied. Take back the
attack card that tracked them.
Remove all effects the heroes applied on the Dragon Avatar, who takes
no damage in the process.

Phase 2: Dragon Avatar’s Action
In this phase, the Dragon Avatar can take a Move Action and/or a
Prime Action, controlled by the player. Follow the Summoning rules
if you choose to spend your Prime Action to summon a Dragon and/
or your Move Action to summon a Mystic Slave.

Dragon Avatar’s Unique Features
Draconic Barrier - The Dragon Avatar does not take the first 8 damage dealt by attacks or effects in each of the heroes’ turns (including
residual damage). This is not an Effect.
Overlord Perks - See page 3.

Draconic Strike (Primary Attack)

List of Components:

• 1 The Dragon
•

Avatar kit
1 Azymor kit

7

7

6

Hit Points Basic Attack Defense Movement

2 squares
8 damage + effect

• 1 Thyra kit
• 1 Zarumag kit
• 1 Kelorth kit

1 enemy

• 1 Vradok kit
• 1 Soldier kit
• 1 Warlord kit

Warlord or Dragon Avatar Figure

• 3 Chests
• 4 Walls 4x1
• 2 Lava 4x2

• 2 Lava 3x3
• 3 Altars
• 2 Portals

• 2 Ruins 4x2
• 4 Ruins 2x2
• 2 Stairs

dragon in the game, a new dragon replaces the current one.

4

4

• If the Dragon Avatar performs this ability when there is already a
mystic slave in the game, a new slave replaces the current one.

• The Dragon Avatar can summon a Dragon and a Mystic Slave on
the same turn since the former spends a Prime Action and the latter
spends a Move Action.

The Dragon’s turn
Ignore Phases 2 and 3 of the Dragon’s Bosspad.

Phase 1: Power Refresh
End all Temporary Effects the Dragon applied. Remove from the
game the attack card that tracked them (such attack cannot be made
again during the match).
Remove all effects the heroes applied to the Dragon, who takes no
damage in the process.

Phase 2: Boss Spell
Draw a Boss Spell Card and immediately apply what the Power field
describes (no roll required). If you drew the last card of the deck,
shuffle all the other cards and assemble a new deck. Their effects apply
to the Dragon, not the Avatar, when they refer a Boss.
Ignore the Command instructions on the card.
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20

Mystic Slave

4

Map Labels:

4

Initial setup
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